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SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS ON THE EXISTENCE
OF SELFSIMILAR SOLUTIONS FOR NONLINEAR

HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS OF CONSERVATION LAWS

Choon Ho Lee

ABSTRACT. In this paper we find sufficient conditions of existence of 

the nonlinear ODE (J깉) which is induced by the nonlinear hyperbolic 

system of conservation laws in several space variables.

1. Introduction
Consider the nonlinear hyperbolic system of conservation laws in 

several space variables

n
(1.1) 伍 + 乞凡(刀꺼=0, (x,Z)eRnxR,

i=l

where U(x,t) = (zzi(⑦,t),... WN(x,t)) and each flux function Fi :
is assumed smooth function of U. The Riemann problem 

is the initial value problem of (1.1) with initial data

' [7_, 以 • :z: < 0,
(1.2) t/(x,0) = {

I』十, 少 • ⑦ > 0,

on the half plane u • x = Q generated by the given vector z/. The 
solution of the Riemann problem is based on the invariance of (1.1),
(1.2) under dilations of the independent variables (:r, t) —弓 (ca, at) for
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a > Q. We will here investigate solutions U = L『（$） that are functions 
of the single variable R = v - x/t. The function L『 is a weak solution 
of the boundary value problem

（P） ~〒ur + 匕 ViFiiUy = 0, L『（土。。） =（4,
i=l

where ' = $• In order to solve the problem （P） we introduce the 
viscosity method to add the viscosity term eU" of the right hand side 
of （P）. Then this problem will be changed of the form

（p€） —e引' + &比（日）' = l/（±oo）= u土,
i=i

with e > 0. We call this problem （凡）. This approach was motivated 
by Kalashnikov[3], Tupciev[9][10]. They use this method to obtain 
weak solution of the nonlinear hyperbolic system of conservation laws 
in one dimensional variable

（1.3） Uf -F F（U^X = 0, （:r, 카） G R x R.

Several authors（[3],[6],[9]） have studied the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of the initial value problem （1.3） and （1.2） with z/ = 0 
using this method.

In this paper we will study the sufficient conditions for the existence 
of solutions of the problem （1겉）. In Section 2 we will prove that the 
sufficient condition for the existence of solutions of the problem （1겉） 

is the boundedness of solutions of （J긑）. In Section 3 we will prove the 
boundedness of solutions of （7깉）.

2. Existence of solutions of the problem （J겉）

In this section we will prove the existence of solutions of the prob
lem （7겉） for fixed positive e.
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Assume that L『 is a classical solution of (J앝) satisfying the bound

(2.1) sup R7(e)KM,
— oo<^<oo

where M is a constant depending on e and za Integrating the differ
ential equation

(2.2) —w + (刀引",
i=l

we obtain
Uf (分 = [7'(0)e—어。

(2-3) -i 자 n
+ —e-e2/" / ec2/2孝引우印刀四①改,

€ Jo i=1

Using (2.1), (2.3) and the Gronwall’s inequality, we have

n
€[/'(<$) = €U'(0) — W(e)+ 匕 사(F([7(e)) — F([/(0)))

(2-4) i=l

Jo

(2.5) 이•피）서히—。'26,

where a = (cti,... ,cen), % = sup|씨우m |V=F}(?z)|. Integrating (2.3) 
over (—우, 우), we have

(M

Z
i

广여2/2 吹 = 푸 (L八유) — U(—W)

i ri n

- 7허/JgWK) 쓰

+ | f>F([Z(0)) £ e-己2 쌰

i=l 이一1

+ | j 丄 <e-유-세.
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This identity implies

(2.7)

|[/'(0)| 厂 e—己2 改 < | {유|[Z(、/2) — [八一7히

+2U： 스… d=)}

< | (⑵ + | sup^ |z시|2그(«)|) .

On the other hand, (2.1), (2.4), and (2.7) give

(M me)K 스(i + i히).

If a solution satisfies the bound condition (2.1), it follows from the 
relation (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8) that the first derivative of U(5) satisfies 
the estimate

f 으, if g| < 2|이 • |끼,(= iw)i<y
e(2(|이-|니)I히一€2)/2e, if g| > 2\a\ . |기,

for 0 < 6 < 1. In (2.9) the constants C and a depend only on 
sup|히<oo |t『(0)| and z/, which the exponent 2(q • — g2 is negative
for |5| > 2ct • i/. In addition, (2.2) and (2.9) give

1i『e)K&(i 이』이+ i히 wo
€

(2丄0) 느 어 융, if |히드이어. |기,
- | 융e(2(|a|.|미)|히—e2)/2€, if |히 > 2|이 . |기.

Let e e (0,1] be fixed. We will use Leray-Schauder type fixed point 
theorem to prove the existence of solutions of the problem (P€)- In 
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(2.11)

order to do this, we consider the boundary-value problems :
n

—e日'+m E wwo' = 피", —l<q<l, 
i=l

i7( 士 L) = i丄 U士

with two parameters /z e [0,1] and L > 1. Then we have the sufficient 
condition for the existence of solutions for (Pe). We need a well-known 
theorem due to Schaeffer’s fixed point theorem[7]:

Lemma 2.1. Let T be a compact operator of a Banach space E 
into itself. Suppose that there is a positive real number r > 0 such 
that the identity u = aT(u), where u e E and a e [0,1], implies 
||씨| < r. Then T admits a fixed point in the ball Br(0) with radius r 
centered at 0.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that there is a constant M depending only 
on U-, U十, functions Fi(U), v and e, but independent on /丄 and L 
such that any solution 17(5) of (2,11) satisfies the bound

(2.12) sup |C/(e)| < M.
\^\<L

Then there is a classical solution L『€($) of (」F〉) defined on (—oo, oo).

Proof. Let V be a given smooth function. Consider the boundary 
value problem:

(2.13)

n
€[/"+印' = £까凡(乃', iei < l, 

i=l
U(土 L) = U보.

Then the solution of (2.13) is of the form

L『(e)= U._ + U。I exp(—스) dC+-j_ 乞 VXV(C)) dQ
(2.14) ~L i=1

r exp(三으) 乞W&(V(t)) dr《
6 i=l

“A
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where Uq = t『'(0) + | 싸凡0厂((〕)) is computed by
i*L 『2 I f*L n

Uo exp(-으) d〈 = (U+— U_)--- 으>Z(V(C)M
J-L Ze 6 J~L “7(2.15) n 」1

1 T2 - 广2+ “2 exp(——후-오) 乞 乃凡(V(r))drd〈.
C '•흐

广2 —c2 
exp—-

名=1

Set X = C°([—L,L] : Rn) and

Cl = {ueX\ sup p7(e)| < M + 1}.
I 히으

Then the set X with the sup-norm || • 11= is a Banach space and Q is 
a bounded, open subset of X. Define a map T of to X by the cor
responding solution of (2.14) for each V € Q. Then it is compact and 
continuous. Moreover the classical solutions of (2.11) are identified 
with fixed points of pT. The map I — pT : Q x [0,1] —X satisfies 
the hypotheses of the Lemma 2.1. Hence, for each fi E (0,1] there is 
at least one solution of the equation U — /jT(U) = 0 in the set Q.

Let Ul denote a solution of (2.11) for f丄 = 1. As in the derivation 
of (2.9) and (2.10), it follows that such solutions satisfy the bounds
(2.12) and

\ufM\ < 으(2(N>“I-e2)/2e,
(2.16) 느 9

RW)| < 으(1 + |히)e(2(k이•피)1’히-e )/2e

with C and a depending on M but not on L. Extend L『l($) outside 
[—L, L] by setting UL(分 = U_ for Q <—~L and UL(^ = U+ for Q> L. 
The Ascoli-Arzela theorem implies the existence of a sequence {Ln}, 
Ln — oo, and a function Ue € C1((—cx), 00);1氏川) such that L『Ln -—> L『€ 

and UfLn —> U： uniformly on compact subsets of R. Because of (2.16), 
the convergence is uniform on R, and L『(±oo) = U土. Passing to the 
limit — oo shows that (7 is a classical solution of (2긑) □
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3. The a priori estimates
The purpose of this section is to prove the boundedness of the sup

norm of Theorem 2.2. In the sequel, U(g) stands for a solution of 
the family of boundary-value problems (2.11) defined on [—L,L] and 
depending implicitly on /z, L and e. In the process of estimating U(Q) 
we will use ideas that were developed by Dafermos and DiPerna[2] 
and the concept of Lax’s entropy-entropy flux pairs[4].

A scalar-valued function r)(U) is called an entropy for (1.1), with 
corresponding entropy flux q(U) = (qi(L『), ... ,qn(U))J if every 
smooth solution satisfies the additional conservation law

n

(3.1) 外([/), +江오(刀꺼 = o.
i=l

Such pairs (77((/), g([7)) are generated by solving the systems of linear 
differential equations

(3.2) V 오 (10 = V/XLDV 凡 (to, i =

If each V凡 ([『) is a symmetric matrix, the pair

") = |l끼2, (ii(U) = U• 凡⑴) — gi(U)

satisfies the condition (3.1), where g is a potential for P\ satisfying 
Fi(U) = Vgi(U).

Let(T](U),q(U)) be an entropy-entropy flux pair of (1.1). Using
(3.2) we deduce that the solutions of (2.11) satisfy the identity

n

(3.3) —〒rf + A리 까？: = 印" 一 €Uf •(y2rf)Uf,
i=l

where 77 = rj(、U(&)), q = g(?7(^)). Given a constant entropy level 오, 

consider the level set

^ = {U €Rn : ti(U) = @}.
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If 分〒j is nonempty, let

Qfj = SUP I?# (히1) — 9#(日2)|
ih.ihe 分 幻

be the oscillation of qi(U) on the level set S아. We will denote by

Lemma 3.1. Assume that r)(JJ) is a convex entropy with corre
sponding entropy Hux g(l7). If fj is any constant such that

(3.4) fj > 팟呼 {水以7_),?XW十)},
O<M<1

then

(3.5)
J OL

for any (ct,/3) G (—-L,L), where K = 1』• Q〒j if r/(U(g)) > fj for some
5 € (a,/3)? and K = Q otherwise.

Proof, Let 하 be a fixed entropy level and suppose that a, b are two 
points in (—L,L) with a < b and

(3.6) r](U(a)) = t)(U(b)) = fj with (tj o U)f(a) > 0, (77 o IZ)'(b) < 0.

Integrating (3.3) over [a, 이, we have

pb pb
7、 /(77(四0) — #) 吹 + € / uw • v277(日(e))LT(0 de

(心 • O J a J a
< —/"• (q(U(b)) — q(U(a))) 冬 以 • Q〒j.

The convexity of r/(U) implies

(3.8)
[bW、U(g))—fj)dO.Qn.
a
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If 77(L『(g)) < fj for —L < ^ < L, then the conclusion (3.5) is 
obviously true with K = 0. So suppose that the set {g E (—L,L) : 
77([Z(5)) > fj} is nonempty. It is open and thus can be written a 
countable union of disjoint subintervals

00

(3.9) {e € (—L, L) : 77([/(O) > #} = U (ak, bk),
k=l

where all sets (이刀 伍) except finite sets may be empty or not. For 
fj satisfying (3.6) the points and bk lie in (—L,L). Also, since 
77(〔7(5)) > fj for(서이 < Q < bk with A; e N, relations (3.6) are satisfied 
at the endpoints a/刀 &人.

Given any (a,0) C (—L,L), choose a, b as follows: If > fj,
set a = sup{아c < a}; while if //((/(a)) < fj, set a = inf{아；; > a}. 
If r](U(J3)) > 하, set b = inf{bk > /?}; while if rj(JJ(J3y)< 아, set 
b = sup{6fc < /?}. If ?](C7(^)) > fj at some Q e (ct,0), then a and b are 
well defined, a < b, relations (3.6) are satisfied at a, b, and

(3.10) 「(이— W* f MW)) — WO • =
J oi J a

Otherwise (3.5) holds with K = 0. □

Since the quantity Qg depends on the form of the level set S하 as 
well as the function q(U), we need some definition of the entropy. An 
entropy is called normal if T](U) — oo as \U\ —> 00. If the system 
(1.1) is endowed with a convex normal entropy, then nonempty level 
sets S可 are compact.

Proposition 3.2. Assume that (1.1) admits a strictly, normal 
entropy 7/(17) defined on the exterior of a ball and satisfying the growth 
restriction: There are q > 0 and positive constants C and r()such that

(3.11) |V77(L0|2 < CX(U)rj({J)3-이 for |이 > r0?
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where A(U) is the small eigenvalue of the Hessian V277(L『). Then 
solutions of (2아) exist for every 6 > 0.

Proof. Let r)(U) be a strictly convex, normal entropy defined for 
{U e : \U\ > r} that satisfies (3.11) for some q > Q. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that tj(U) is positive. Let L『(g) be 
a solution of (2.11) on (—」L,L). For those Q for which |L『($)| > r(), 
equation (3.3) is satisfied.

Let r > max{|L『十I, |［7_|,r()} and fjr = maxp7|=r 7/(L『) be fixed, and 
choose two entropy levels 하2 > Hi > Hr > ◎• Consider the set

(3.12) S = {e e (―刀,丁) : T/(U(引 > @2,FBI > r }.

Since the entropy 77 is normal, if the set S is empty, then

sup \U(^\<M

for some M depending on 772 and r, and thus (2.12) holds in this 
case. So, we assume that S is nonempty. It is also open and thus 
can be written into a countable(or finite) union of disjoint intervals 
: S = IJ으=i(이어b/J. In addition the choice @2 > fjr implies that, for 
any e N,

rj(U(5)) > 772 for ak < 흐 < bk,
(3.13) , t

77(L『(아J) =n(U(b/J) = 호, (可 o 引) (아J > 0, (77 o U) (b/J < 0.

Hence we focus on a fixed interval (아;;, b/J. Let 7入 be a point where 
77(L『(f)) assumes its maximum in the closed interval ［아引伍］. Using 
Schwarz’s inequality, the strict convexity of 77, the hypothesis (3.11)
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and relations (3.8) we have

MU(Tk))“ — 77(L『(아))이/2]

(3.14)

= / 川引(C))(g/2…V77(L八C))J7'(C) 火 
J ak

<「패…씨'

X /"'。'(①〜幻①八⑴少⑵吹]2

-Jak -

<
rTk i i/2

이 «)) 成 
. J ⑴k -

For those U E such that r)(U) > #2 > #1 > 0, we have

(3.15) 外(引)—九 > 2三끄別引).
772

Then (3.14) gives the estimate

W2 < w'2 + (I) L쁘引 • 아)/2

⑶16) g \i/2
x(丄 (沙…)-#i) 찌

Set a = inf{으 € (-L,ak) : r](U(Q) > 況 on (〈,“)}, b = sup{〈 e 
(a—L) : 77([八<：)) > 7ji on (아刀으)}. Since |(7(±L)| < r and #i > 而, it 
follows that a, b are well defined and satisfy —L <a<ak<bk<b< 
L. In addition, (3.6) holds and, from (3.8),

/ (이(u(gy)— 冗)(氏 冬 可(日(0) — 꺼) 吹
J(바 J a

Consequently, the right-hand side of (3.16) is bounded independently 
of fc, and (2.12) holds in the case that S is nonempty. The conclusion 
follows from Theorem 2.2. □
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose that (1.1) is a symmetric hyperbolic sys
tem such that the Hux functions satisfy the growth assumption

(3.17) |F,(LOKC(1 + | 끼)"

for some positive constants C and p <3. Then solutions of (J겉) exist 
for every 6 > 0.

Proof. Symmetric hyperbolic systems are endowed with the en
tropy and flux pair

W) = }끼2, qi(u)= l厂 F\(U)— gi(u),
Za

such that (3.3) takes the form

n
(3.18) —e(i 이2)'+2/42 w • 瓦(刀—坑(引))' = 引이2)"—2wi2.

i=i

The function is a potential for F\ satisfying 凡(L『) = Vg$(L『). It 
can be defined by

(3.19) gi(U)=「으9i(tU)dt=「F(tW).Udt,
Jo 허 Jo

where g has been normalized by setting 切 (0) = 0. The Growth con
dition of Fi gives a growth condition on g$:

(3.20) \gi{U)\ = ||『 Fi(tU) • Udt\\ < C(1 + |끼)"1.

Jo

Set r = max{|L『_ I, |흐『十 |} and consider any point R € (—L, L) such that 
|〔7(e)| > r and 으|끼2(<$) > 0. Define <$' = inf{< € (<$,£] : RC)| < 
|L7(g)|} and observe that is well defined with $ < $' < L. Moreover, 
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mo = mm유i이2(e) < o, and \u(o\ > ic/(e)i for $<c< c 
Integrating (3.18) over [$,〈'], we have

g/ 하
g c(i이2)'(c)dc+2cI moi2水

n r

+ 幼乞 씨 W) • MW')) — v<))
i=l(3.21)

— t八 e） •民（L八 e））+切（日（o）

=＜삏하'）-（豊）。
Since

(3.22)

(3.23)

c(i끼2)'(〈)改 = g(moi2-me)i2)^>o,

(3.21) together with (3.17) and (3.22) gives

€씋f (G 8C$>|(1 + Itwr1.

三 i=l

Note that the bound (3.23) holds for any R e (-LJL) such that 
IW)I>『.

To conclude the proof, fix two levels r± and 7互, with > r± > r, 
and consider the set A = {$ e (—L,L) : |t『(〈)| > }. If A is empty,
then (2.12) holds and Theorem 2.2 implies the desired result. If A 
is nonempty, then it can be decomposed into an at most countable 
union of disjoint subintervals (아刀 b/J such that |L『(a/J| = 
and p7(C)| > for(시幻 < Q < b^. In each of the intervals [이刀 伍] the 
differential inequality (3.23) is satisfied. Next, fix k and let Tfc € 
[dk,bk] be a point where \U(rk)\ = maxafc<^<6fc |L『($)|. Lemma 3.1, 
applied for the entropy 77([7) = \U\2 and the level 可 = 7•우, implies that

(I引(〈) I2 —7?) 야 < ^ • Qr2 < oo.(3.24)
아;
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Since the ratio |C7|1“P(1 + |끼)1十흐/(|[이2 — 후우) remains bounded for
|끼 > 乃, using (3.23) and (3.24) we deduce

w € r ILOI1-"삎三으 c" /"\|W)12 -rM
(3.25) Jak Jak

<CfyQr2.

In turn, integrating in (3.25) yields

IW>)|3-—(r2)3-P+늘쯔 CX? forp<3,

\U(rk)\ < r2 exp(C^Qr2/2e) for p = 3.

In either case, (2.12) holds and the proof is complete. □
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